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	Textfield-20: Highlander Institute is committed to studying the impact of our professional learning and change management efforts. All of our embedded coaching work is connected to a measurement plan that collects three types of data. The process measure, in the form of 3 annual classroom walkthroughs, demonstrates whether teacher practices have changed. The outcome measure, which is typically represented by an interim assessment given 3 times a year, demonstrates whether student growth and proficiency has changed. The balance measure, in the form of a pre-post student survey, demonstrates whether students appreciate and support classroom changes underway. 

In 2018, the Highlander Institute partnered with LeaRn to develop a prototype for a multilevel analysis that integrates our walkthrough tool with LeaRn’s modeling approach. Rather than asking a yes / no question (did this one thing "work"?), we are starting to explore learning effectiveness research (when, why, how and for whom were learning outcomes met?). This nascent work has provided a strong initial evidence base for the connection between the four walkthrough domains on our Priority Practice Tool (Classroom Culture, Differentiation, Identity Interest & Agency, and Rigor and Mastery) and student achievement. 

This nascent work is complex and nuanced, shining a light on particular teacher practices and their connection to student academic growth in math and reading. According to our initial data runs with the LeaRn prototype, our walkthrough domains account for 22.2% of variance in student achievement growth (using the STAR assessment and calibrated classroom observations three times during a year). This is considered a significant, positive relationship. Of our four domains, rigor and mastery practices had the strongest relationship to student achievement (54%). Practices with the identity, interest, and agency domain followed at 30%; differentiation practices at 10%; and classroom culture at 6%. 

Further, data regressions run among the four domains demonstrate that strong classroom culture strongly correlates to both the rigor & mastery domain (.51) and the identity, interest, and agency domain (.39). This suggests that while strong classroom culture does not have a major impact on student achievement, it is a critical foundation for layering domains that significantly impact achievement. 

This initial evidence has left us eager to continue to develop this tool, and further explore the impact of certain practices on various student sub-groups. We are also eager to layer student feedback data into data sets. 
 
Highlander Institute Educational Strategies Specialists focus on coaching teachers to deliver innovative, student-centered instruction through successful integration of technology, meaningful student collaboration, authentic projects and high quality small group instruction. Over the past year and a half, we have collected multiple walkthrough observation data points for over 393 classroom teachers across 110 schools. 

As of  2017-2018 
88% of educators grew in at least one domain
80% grew in at least two domains
65% grew in at least three domains
58% grew in all four domains

82% of teachers showed improvement in Classroom Culture 
77% showed improvement in Identity, Interest and Agency
80% in showed improvement in Differentiation
79% showed improvement in Rigor and Mastery

Internally, we follow an impact logic model based on Gusky’s model.  Namely: 
We measure outputs (how many hours, how many educators supported, how many students affected)
Then we measure teacher behavior change based on our supports, and triangulated with dosage and content
Then we measure our ability to “grow a movement” for sustainability:  the percentage of our educators that train other educators within their school or district, the number of connections made by educators in our network as understood through social network analysis (SNA) 
Finally, we measure student behavior change in classrooms where our team has supported the teacher.  

Since 2014, the number of educators supported and students served by Highlander Institute has grown by 95%. Our impact is strong and lasting. 
91% of educators coached by Highlander Institute gained new skills and shifted towards these priority practices.
Students in Highlander Institute-supported classrooms are showing higher interim assessment scores than students in non-Highlander Institute supported classrooms.


